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Abstract - -Necessary  and sufficient conditions are formulated for two matrices having the same 
number of rows and columns to be be simultaneously diagonalized using a single equivalence trans- 
formation. The method for obtaining the transformation depends on using the Moore-Penrose pseu- 
doinverse and a full rank factorization ofthe matrices being diagonaiized. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to report necessary and sufficient conditions (NSC) for two m x n 
matrices to be simultaneously diagonalizable with respect o an equivalence (s.d.e.). Mitra [1] 
has given a different set of NSC for A and B to be s.d.e, which are not as direct and intuitive as 
those given here. In addition, special cases are readily established from this direct constructive 
approach. 
2. SOME MATHEMATICAL  PREL IMINARIES  
Let (.)+ denote the unique Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the matrix (.), and ¢ a null matrix 
of appropriate size, and consider two m x n matrices A and B such that r (A)  < r(B) = r <_ 
n _< m, where r(.) denotes the rank of (.). If B = FG is a full rank factorization of B, that is, 
r (B )  = r (F)  = r(G) = r, where F is an m x r matrix and G is an r x n matrix, then 
B + = G+F +, (2.1) 
F + = (F*F ) - I F  *, (2.2) 
G + = G*(GG*) -1, (2.3) 
F+ BG + = It,  (2.4) 
BB + = FF  +, (2.5) 
B+B = G+G. (2.6) 
Let W~ and W2 be arbitrary (m - r) x m and n x (n - r) matrices, respectively, selected 
judiciously so that r(N~) -- m - r and r(N2) = n - r, where 
= W (1 - RE  +) and (2.7) 
N2 = ( I  - G+ G)W2, (2.81 
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then 
N~B = ¢ and (2.9) 
BN2 = ¢. (2.10) 
Further, if C[C is a full rank factorization of I - FF  +, then W1 = C + yields 
N~ = (CI+)*C[C1 = C1, and thus N~ N1 = W~(I  - FF+)W1 = C1C + = Im-r. 
Similarly, if I - G+G = C~C2 is a full rank factorization, then W2 = C + implies N2 = 
C~C2C + = C~ and N~N2 = W~(I  - G+G)W2 = C+*C~C2C + = C2C + = In-r.  
DEFINITION 1.1. A matrix M = (m~j) is diagonal if m~j = 0 for all i ~ j .  
DEFINITION 1.2. The matrices A and B are s.d.e, if there exists nonsingular matrices S and T 
such that 
SAT= DA and SBT = DB, (2.11) 
where DA and DB are diagonal matrices. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A square matrix A is seraisimple ff there exists a nonsingular matrix P such 
that p - lAp  = D is diagonal [2]. 
3. MAIN  RESULT  
THEOREM 3.1. The m x n matrices A and B are s.d.e, if and only if 
(i) F+AN2(N~AN2)+(N~AN2) = F+AN~, 
(ii) (N~AN2)(N~AN2)+N~AG + = N~AG +, and 
(iii) F+[A - AN2(N~ AN2)+ N~ A]G + is semisimple. 
PROOF. Let 
So= N~ and To= a + " N2 , 
then So and To are nonsingular nd 
SoBTo=[ I~ : ] .  (3.1) 
The result (3.1) follows directly from multiplication and properties (2.4), (2.9), and (2.10). To 
show So is nonsingular, we show the rows of So are linearly independent. 
Let (a*,fP) be a row vector such that 
a*F + + ~*N~ = ¢, (3.2) 
then a*F+Fa + ~*N~Fa = 0 or a*a + 0 = 0, thus a = ¢. Also from (3.2) we have 
a*F+NlZ + Z*N;NI~ = 0 
or ~*N~Nlf l  = 0. But r(N~N1) = m - r, hence N~N1 is positive definite, and thus f~ = ¢. 
A similar argument shows To is also nonsingular. Let 
$1 = -GII So and T1 =To -G2 
where G1, G2 are given by 
Vl  = F+AN2(N~AN2) + and G2 = (N~AN2)+N~AG +,
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then 
and let 
where 
[': :] 
[Mll MI I 
SLAT1 = [M21 M22J '  
Ml l  = (F + - GIN~)A(G + - N2G2), 
M12 = F+ AN2 - G1N~ AN2, 
M21 = N~ A(G + - N2G2), and 
M22 = N~ AN2 
can be verified by direct multiplication. Now, M12 = ¢ if and only if (i), and M21 = ¢ if and only 
if (ii). Further, Ml l  reduces to (iii), which we require to be semisimple, so let p-1Ml lP  = Dll  
be diagonal. 
For the square matrix M22, let U, V be unitary matrices uch that UMz2V* = D22 is diagonal. 
Taking 
;.] S= SI and T=T1 , 
we have 
D22 ' 
or that A and B are s.d.e. 
The conditions (i) and (ii) are solvability conditions, and (iii) is a diagonalization condition for 
a square matrix with respect o a similarity transformation. 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
Rao and Mitra [2] and Horn and Johnson [3] present necessary and sufficient conditions for two 
Hermitian (symmetric) matrices to be simultaneously diagonalizable with respect o a congruence 
relation (s.d.e.) and with respect o a similarity relation (s.d.s.). In this section, we obtain some 
special results as a consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. I f r (B )  = n <_ m, then Mll -- B+A and M21 = N~A. M22 and M12 do not 
exist. 
Note that M21 = ¢ if and only if (I - BB+)A -- ¢, and A is diagonalizable if and only if 
Ml l  = B+A is semisimple. 
COROLLARY 4.2. I f  A and B are square and semisimple and B is nonsinga/ar, then A and B are 
s.d.e, iff A and B are s.d.s. 
PROOF. A and B are s.d.s, iff AB = BA,  which is equivalent to requiring that B- IA  be semisim- 
pie. (See [3, p. 229, Table 4.5.15T].) 
Now let us assume B -- B*, then B = FDrF* = FG, where G = DrF* and 
Dr=( / '¢  - Ir- ,¢ ) '  r (Dr )=r (B)=r .  
Note N2 = (I  - G+G)W2 = (I - F*+D71F*)Wu, but Dr = D~ "1 = D*, so that N2 - ( I  - 
FF+)W2, and if W1 is selected so W1 -- W2, then N~ = W~(I  - FF  +) = N~ = N*, say. Then 
GI = F+AN(N*AN)  + and 
G2 = ( N* AN)  + N* AG + = ( N* AN)  + N* AF*+ Dr, 
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and Mll  = F + [A - AN(N*AN)+NA]F*+Dr  must be semisimple. This result is similar to Rao 
and Mitra's [2] in which they require 
[A - N(N*AN)+N*A]  B + 
be semisimple for A and B to be s.d.c. 
If, in addition, B is nonnegative definite, then Dr = Ir and if A = A*, then Mll is Hermitian, 
hence semisimple. Also, if A is not only Hermitian but nonnegative definite, then A = P~P1, 
where P1 is an rA × ~T$ matrix such that r(A) = rA. In this case, N'AN = W*( I  - FF+)A( I  - 
FF+)*W = R 'R ,  where R* = W*( I  - FF+)P~ = N*P~,  and thus (N*AN) (N*AN)+N*A = 
R*R(R*R)+N*P~P1 = R*R(R*R)+R*P1 = R*Pt  = N*A.  That is, if A and B are both n.n.d., 
then A, B are s.d.e., a well-known fact since they are both s.d.c, with S -- T*. 
Finally, Table 1 summarizes the results obtained using Theorem 3.1. 
Table 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for A and B to be simultaneously diag- 
onalizable with respect o an equivalence. 
Case 
Matrix Properties 
A 
arbitrary, 
(,n x n) 
2. arbitrary 
3. square 
ira -- n) 
4. square 
5. Hermitian 
6. Hermitian 
7. n.n.d. 
NSC for s.d.e. 
B = FG 
arbitrary (i) F+ AN2(N~ AN2)+(N~ AN2) = F+ AN2, 
(mx n) (ii) (N~ AN2)(N~ AN2)+ N~ AG + = N~ AG +, 
(iii) F+[A - AN2(N~ AN2)+ N~ A]G + is semisimple. 
full rank (ii) N[A = ¢, 
r( B) = n ~ m (iii) B+ A is semisimple. 
nonsingular (iii) B-1A is semisimple ¢~ 
AB = BA, and B and A are semisimple. 
Hermitian 
Hermitian 
n.n.d. 
n.n.d. 
(i),(ii) 
(iii) 
F+ AN(  N* AN)+ ( N* AN) = F+ AN, 
where N1 = N2 = N, and 
F + [A - AN(N*AN)+N*A]G +, 
[~  ~b ], and r = r(B). where G = DrF*, Dr = - I r -p  
Same as (4). 
(i),(ii) F+AN(N*AN)+(N 'AN)  = F+AN.  
Always true. 
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